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SECTION 1

We are one of the leading suppliers of creative imagery in the stock
industry. Specialising in licensing highly creative yet relevant content
to a worldwide base, from international book publishing through to
design agencies, magazines and record labels.
Launched in the United Kingdom in 2004, Arcangel now have offices
in London, New York, Paris and Malaga.
Over the years we have built a reputation for honest business
practices with both client sand contributors.

WHO ARE WE?
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SECTION 1

WHAT ARE WE LOOKING FOR?

We are always looking for highly creative photographers and
videographers to join our list of talented contributors. Whether you
are a serious amateur, photographic student or established professional,
our main priority is that your work is of the right calibre for us and that
you approach your work in a highly professional manner.
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SECTION 1

WHAT ‘EXACTLY’ IS A STOCK LIBRARY?
A stock library, sometimes referred to as a picture library essentially
holds the pre-shot material of photographers, videographers (in the
case of music libraries, music sound clips) and makes the material
available for picture buyers to license. Some libraries specialise in
certain themes and subjects whilst others offer more generic material.
Arcangel offer a huge range of subjects and themes but all with a
highly creative and upmarket approach.
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SECTION 1

WHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT?
Worldwide exposure to a professional client base and by this we mean
that your work will be directly marketed to our ever growing client list.
A leading commision structure of 50%.
Become part of a growing community of superbly talented creatives
and access to thousands of dollars worth of private high end video
tutorials, available only to accepted contributors.
Receive our client’s search requests directly via our Livesearch service.
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SECTION 1

OUR COLLECTIONS
IMAGES CINE NX SMART VINTAGE

Our collections currently stand at 300.000 carefully curated
images and videos, covering a wide range of themes and
subjects. You can submit to all of them or one...it’s your choice.
Arcangel Images RM/RF: Our core premium collection of
rights-managed & royalty free images.
Smart Collection: A unique collection with it’s own very special
flavour…Images shot on mobile devices, available in both RM
and RF.
Arcangel Ciné: Cinematic HD footage clips.
Nx: A Non-Exclusive collection of rights-managed images,
with a simplified pricing structure.
Vintage: A collection of vintage images dating back to the
late 1800’s.
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SECTION 2

1. Fill the application form on our Inspire website.
2. If your application is approved, you will receive a link
to our contract, together with instructions on how to
upload images.
3. Sign the digital contract
4. Login to your account on arcangel.com

APPLYING TO ARCANGEL

If you’ve previously registered, your account will be converted
to a contributor account.
If you do not have an account, one will automatically be
generated for you and an email sent to you with the necessary
details.

5. U
 pload your images or videos to the submission
queue for approval, using the instructions previously
sent to you.
6. Approved images/videos will appear online
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SECTION 3

Contract

What is a Model release and do I need to supply one?

How Long is the Contract for?

A model release is a contract between model and photographer that
states that the model you have photographed allows you to use their
image for commercial use.

The contract runs for 3 years.

All images of recognisable people should be model released otherwise
they will not be accepted.

Can I cancel the contract before the three year period?
No. Working with a professional image library should be approached
as a long term investment not a short one. From the contributor’s side
it takes time to submit the right work and makes regular submissions to
build a suitable, relevant and healthy portfolio. From the agencies side,
it takes time to promote and market your work and filter it through to
the right clients. This is not achieved overnight…patience, dedication
and hard work are required by both parties.

FAQS
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...and what is a property release?
A property release is a legal release signed by the owner of property
used in a photograph or video granting permission to use or publish
the photograph or video in one form or another.
I’ve submitted a small selection of images, now I’ll wait and ‘see
what happens’…

Can I withdraw my images or footage from the library whenever
I want?

If you take this approach, the answer is ‘Not much I’m afraid’. We see
some contributors submit a few images and then take the ‘Sit back and
see what happens’ approach to the stock industry. You might get a few
sales if you are lucky but this is not the recommended approach.

No. There are various reasons for this. In order for our collection to
maintain a level of consistency and stability, we must ensure that we
are not constantly removing work. Clients would not put much faith
into a collection that routinely removes images or clips.

Submitting Images and Video

Submitting small regular sets of images and clips will make the
world of difference. Your portfolio will grow at a healthy rate, clients
will always see new work which in turn helps us promote you.

How many images or clips can I submit?

Do I have to keyword my own images?

There is no limit to how many images/clips you can submit.
The initial minimum submission is 40. Thereafter we strongly
recommend that you submit regularly.

Yes, you can either keyword your images prior to upload or use
our websites keywording facility.
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SECTION 3

FAQS

Can I submit Images to other picture libraries?

What can be considered too similar? The most obvious is splitting the
same shoot between agencies. Also overuse of the same model, outfits
and locations.

This depends on the collection your work is in:
Rights-Managed Premium Collection: Our premium core collection
is made up of exclusive RM imagery. This work is exclusive to Arcangel
and cannot be licensed directly by the contributor or submitted to
another library. Many of our publishing clients require certain levels of
licensing protection, this ensures the same images do not appear on
their competitor’s covers.

Agencies that ask for exclusivity over your entire portfolio of work...

Royalty Free Collection: Images from our RF collection can be sold via
other RF outlets and are not exclusive to Arcangel. RF work should not
be sold as Microstock.

Photographers or videographers should not be coerced into this way
of working. We believe the contributor should choose where to place
their work.

Nx Collection: Our Nx collection hold rights-managed non-exclusive
images. You are free to submit these to other libraries.

If I join Arcangel, can I continue to sell prints of my work?

Some of our contributors have told us of agencies that demand
exclusivity over all their stock portfolio, or demand that all images
should first be submitted to them before anybody else, what we term
‘cherry picking’ the best.

Yes you can. You can continue to sell prints both online and through
galleries, exhibitions etc… The print and collectors market is very
different to the market we operate in.

Submitting to other Libraries (Relevant to RM Premium
Collection only).

Can I upload work to photo sites such as Flickr and Red Bubble?

The photographic industry is tough and we have no issues with
contributors submitting to other libraries. There are a few important
points to consider when working with other agencies.

Yes you can, as long as you don’t license images directly (applicable to
premium RM collection only).

Please do not submit very similar images to other libraries, especially
those that work in the same industries we specialize in. When a client
is paying a premium for using your work, they don’t want to see near
identical alternatives available to their competitors. Your work will lose
that ‘Special’ factor as they will see similar versions available throughout
numerous other outlets.

Can I license my images directly?
Not those held in our premium rights-managed collections.
If you have further questions, please visit our helpdesk at
arcangel-desk.com

The other danger is over-exposure of your images, clients receiving
promotions of the same photographer with the same type of work from
multiple libraries can have a detrimental effect on your sales rather than
a positive one.
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SECTION 4

Photography: Rights-Managed,
Royalty Free and Nx Collections:
File Size – 4800 pixels ( equivalent to A3 page size ).

Colour space – RGB
Compression – Over-compression will result in artefacts,
blotchy looking skies, banding within vignettes or steps
appearing on curved lines or edges.

Interpolation – If your images do not meet the required
4800 pixel size, please ensure you use suitable software to
Interpolate your images.

Resolution – 300 dpi is an accepted convention
for most of publishing. Ensure the longest length
of any image is at least 4800 pixels, this will
roughly give you an A3 sized image.

Orientation – Please orient all images the right way round.

Saturation – Check that colours are not
oversaturated. This will result in lack of detail
in certain areas of bright colour.

Adobe Photoshop’s built in dust and scratches should
be used with caution – manual correction offers much
more control.

Highlights – Check for details in highlights and
shadows.

Model Releases – All images of recognisable people
should be model released, we do not accept unreleased
images.

Extras – No layers, extra channels or annotations.
Sharpening – Minimal or none. If you see halos at edges
of images or granulation in areas of sky or along edges,
the image may be over-sharpened.
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Check Gamut – Always good to run this check to see
which RGB colours change in CMYK.
Caption material – Caption/credit/keywords should be
included In File Info, alternately these can be added online
once the images have been uploaded to your account.

Format – 8 bit Jpeg

DIGITAL REQUIREMENTS

Colour correction – Free of unwanted colour casts. Check
where relevant that the whites and greys are neutral.
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Dust and scratches – Images should be free of unwanted
dust and scratches and cleaned at 100 percent.

Smart Collection
SECTION 4

Saturation – Check that colours are not oversaturated. This will result
in lack of detail in certain areas of bright colour.

File Size – Images taken with at least an 8mp mobile device (any
make).

Highlights – Check for details in highlights and shadows.

Format – 8 bit Jpeg

Extras – No layers, extra channels or annotations.

Compression – Over-compression will result in artefacts, blotchy
looking skies, banding within vignettes or steps appearing on curved
lines or edges.

Colour space – RGB
Sharpening – Minimal or none. If you see halos at edges of images
or granulation in areas of sky or along edges, the image may be oversharpened.

Resolution – Shot at Maximum resolution the mobile device is capable
of, set to finest.

Colour correction – Free of unwanted colour casts. Check where
relevant that the whites and greys are neutral.

DIGITAL REQUIREMENTS

Check Gamut – Always good to run this check to see which RGB
colours change in CMYK.
Caption material – Caption/credit/keywords should be included In
File Info, alternately these can be added online once the images have
been uploaded to your account.
Interpolation – Images do not need to be interpolated.
Orientation – Please orient all images the right way round.
Dust and scratches – Images should be free of unwanted dust and
scratches and cleaned at 100 percent. Adobe Photoshop’s built in
dust and scratches should be used with caution – manual correction
offers much more control.
Model Releases – All images of recognisable people should be model
released, we do not accept unreleased images.
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SECTION 4

Arcangel Cine Collection

QuickTime Motion JPEG – Generally use for non-DV interlaced
video. Compression and Quality: Please use High quality level at
75%. Please DO NOT increase the quality settings above 75% as
it will dramatically increase the size of the file without improving the
visual quality of the footage.

Your Finished Footage file
Encoding your video: We accept the following Codecs:
Please make sure you encode your video as described:

QuickTime H.264 (Our Preferred) – Please ensure you use the
QuickTime version of H.264 Compression and Quality: Please use
the highest Quality setting.

QuickTime Photo JPEG: Generally use for non-DV progressive
scanned video. Compression and Quality: Please use High quality
level at 75%. Please DO NOT increase the quality settings above 75%
as it will dramatically increase the size of the file without improving
the visual quality of the footage.

QuickTime DV – Use for NTSC and PAL DV video.
Compression and Quality: Please use the highest Quality setting.

DIGITAL REQUIREMENTS

We have chosen to work with these codecs as they are high quality
video codecs that whilst compressing video still manage to retain
the quality of the footage. These codecs are also readable by all
operating systems that access QuickTime files.
Please remove the audio track from your footage.
Our preferred is Quicktime H.264 AT FULL HD (1920×1080).
Formats/Video sizes we accept: MOV, MPEG,
HD:							1280×720
Full HD:						1920×1080 (Preferred)
HDV:							1440X1080
NTSC:						720X480
NTSC D1:					720X486
PAL:							720X576
NTSC Wide screen:		 720X480
PAL Widescreen:			720X576
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